
 

Lexicon PCM Native Reverb Plug-In Bundle 1.1.3 AU VST
RTAS MAC OSX INTEL

while the reverb itself is not included, the bundle includes four sounds from
the lexicon r&r reverb series. these sounds have been designed as a separate
offering from the main lexicon r&r product, the r&r ve1, and are intended to
work in conjunction with the r&r ve1 in a typical analogue reverb situation.

each of the four reverb has a unique character which will stand out in any type
of reverb or space which you pair them with. each reverb is available

separately for $29.00. the bundle is available at 3 main online retailers for
au$129.00 direct from lexicon, or atamazon.com.au for au$159.00 direct from
amazon.au. the best price available at the moment is fromamazon.au, where

the bundle is currently selling for au$159.00. however, as amazon occasionally
has some pricing anomalies, you might want to check the other retailers too,
just in case. lexicon pcm native is a complete and independent reverb plugin,

and has no relationship with any other lexicon products. it is a standalone
product, and should be used separately from other lexicon products. it should

not be used with the r&r ve1 reverb, and it should not be used as an
alternative to the r&r ve1. it's a standalone product and it can be used in any
situation in which you might use the r&r ve1 or other lexicon reverb products.
in addition to the algorithms, the bundle comes with a selection of presets that

you can use to quickly establish a space that suits your project. each preset
can contain all of the echoes and reflections that are possible with a particular
algorithm. the presets are all stored in a standard lexicon subfolder within the

library, so they should be easy to copy and paste into your own folder
structure. there are presets for just about every space available, including true

spaces, and a few extreme ones, like train/metro station.
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Release group: AiR A set of reverbs from Lexicon. A total of 7 reverbs will
become available after installation. Rich processing algorithms allow you to

give your vocal and instrumental tracks musicality and brightness. Each
algorithm can be controlled in mono or stereo, or in combination. Among other

things, there is the LexRandomHall reverb featuring a random algorithm of
action that fully matches the behavior of a real acoustic environment. This

reverb is ideal for the orchestral section. The set includes: LexChamber,
LexConcertHall, LexHall, LexPlate, LexRoom, LexVintagePlate Release group:
AiR A set of reverbs from Lexicon. A total of 7 reverbs will become available

after installation. Rich processing algorithms allow you to give your vocal and
instrumental tracks musicality and brightness. Each algorithm can be

controlled in mono or stereo, or in combination. Among other things, there is
the LexRandomHall reverb featuring a random algorithm of action that fully
matches the behavior of a real acoustic environment. The Decay controls in
the reverb section control the decay time of the impulse response and the

position in that period it will stay active for. They are represented in the form
of a 'decay graph': the position of the diagram on the axis indicates the period
of the given plugin's impulse response, and the width of the line indicates the
slope of the decay. The slope is positive when the impulse response is fading,
and negative when it's increasing. In either case, the more you increase the

width of the line, the slower the decay. The endpoints of the line are the same
point in both cases, but the midpoint is increasing.The Decaygraph can be

turned off in the Output section, which is there for a reason. In the case of a
decay graph in the Input section (or an echo), a peak at the origin of the graph
is used to define the phase. The peak on the decay graph is where the impulse

response runs out in the middle: in a typical reverb impulse response the
midpoint is the'sweet spot', and setting that point to peak is the easiest way of
getting equal loudness from the reflections and the decay. If you turn it off, the
peak is moved to the point where the impulse response fades away at the end,
making the reflections take the slightly greater decibel level, while the decay

time is maintained. So while leaving the Decaygraph turned off has two
disadvantages (it is not common practice and you have no choice as to when
the feature is turned off) it's a good indication of how you should leave the

setting in the plug-in's menus. 5ec8ef588b
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